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Recent empirical studies on production functions have shown consistently that the 

value of the elasticities of substitution is less than unity in post-war US manufacturingl as 

well as the manufacturing industries in developing countries like Taiwan.2 In spite of 

this, the modern theory of economic growth has used to stipulate that the elasticities of 

substitution being no less than unity as a sufficient condition for causality and stability in 

neoclassical growth models.3 In a recent paper, I have relaxed this condition to conform 

with the recent empirical findings for the neoclassical models in which the possibility of 

factor market imperfection is not considered. The purpose of this paper is to extend 
the previous results on factor substitution to a more realistic situation where factor market 

imperfection is allowed. 

The usual two-sector model with general saving function is specified briefly in Section 

II. In section 111, the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution and the properties of its 

coefficients are derived and then causality theorems are established in accordance with these 

properties. Using the similar arguments as in Section 111, the stability theorems are derived 

in Section IV. Section V shows some new causality and stability conditions which are 

derived by circumventing explicitly the capital intensity assumptions. In the last section, 

we compare our results with those in the previous paper, the mcdel of which is a special 

case of the present one. 

In general, it is shown that for the models considered in this paper, the aggregate 

elasticities of factor substitution can still be expressed as a weighted average of the sectorial 

elasticities, and that the system is causal 'and stable if any one of the sectorial elasticities 

is no less than certain fraction of unity. The previous results on factor market distortions 

and economic growth are also shown in more sharpened forms in this paper. 

* Professor of Economics, University of Colorado, USA. Visiting Scholar, 1976, The Institute of 
Economic Research. Hitotsubashi University. 

l See Lovell [19731 and articles cited therein. 

8 See Lee and Huang [1975]. 
8 The main results of neoclassical growth models are summarized in Stiglitz and Uzawa [1970]. 
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II. The Model 

The simple two-sector neoclassical models of economic growih are well-known (see, 

e.g., Burmeister and Dobell [1970]). The models with factor market distortions may be 

summarized as follows :4 

Production functions : 

yj=fi(kj), j=1, 2, ( I ) 
fj>0, J~/>0, fj/!<0, j=1, 2 (2) 
fj(O)=0, fi!(O)=oo, fi!(oo)=0 

Full-employment conditions : 

/1kl+/2k2=k 
/1+/2= 1 

Non-distorted factor rewards in the first industry: 

co+kl= f l(kl) i f 1/(kl) ( 4 ) 
Distorted factor rewards in the second industry : 

~ (0+k2= f2(k2) I f 1!(k2) ( 5 ) 
Saving-Investment Equation: 

yl/1 = f 1/(kl)[s~(~'(/ I + a/2) +s.(kl/ I + bk2/2)] ( 6 ) 

Growth Process : 

kjk=[(/ I yl)lk]- g ( 7 ) 
where yj~~ Yj/Nj=Fj(1, kj), the output labor ratio; kj~~KjjNj>0, the capital-labor ratio; 

4i~~NjjN, the proportion of labor employed in the ith sector. Yl~~investment goods; 

Y2~~consumption goods; co~~~wjr, the wage-rental ratio; ~ =ajb, the distortion index, 

that is, the relative distortion (a) of the labor reward to that (b) of the capital reward ; 

6>0. k~~KjN, the aggregate capital-labor ratio; k=dkjdt; g=1+n>0, the sum of the 
constant rate of depreciation (1) and the constant growth rate of labor force (n=~rjN). 

si is the constant marginal propensity to save out of wage income (i=w), or of rental 

income (i =r), o~s~<1, 0<s.~1. Note that (6) follows from the definition of national 

income Y=pl Y1+p2 Y2=w(N1+aN2)+r(K1+bK2)' and the saving-investment assump-
tion that pl Y1=s*w(Nl+aN2)+s,r(K1+bK2), where pi is the price of the ith commodity. 

Let e,y be the ith factor share (i =N, Iabor, or i=K, capital) in thejth sector, j=1, 2. 

That is. ONl=co/(co+kl)' OK1=kli(co+kl)' eN2=aco!(a(~'+bk2)' and 6K2=bk2i(aQJ+bk2)' 

Then it can be shown by direct calculation that, eNj+0Kj=1, and 

ON1- ON2= 6K2- OK1= ONIOK2- ON20K1, ( 8 ) 
= co(bk2 -akl)1((~,+ kl)(a(L, + bk2), ( 9 ) 

Note that, from (4) and (5), kl is a function of (o while k rs a functron of ~(o Further 

more, 
d OKj!d co= -d eNj,Id(,,= eNj eKj(a j- 1)/(o (10) 

which is essentially the well-known Robinson-Amoroso relation extended to a model with 

factor market distortion, and aj:=(coj!kj)(dkjld(,,j), the elasticity of substitution in the 

jth sector, (ol=co, a)2~~~co, and crj>0 by the neoclassical assumptions. 

' see Johnson [1965]. Batra and casas [1971]. ~lerberg and Kemp U972]. 
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　　For　the　sake　of　simplicity，we　exclude　the　pathetic　case　in　which　any　of　the　dis－

tributiveshares・fthefact・rs・fpr・ducti・nvanishes．

III．C4US」4LITy　COハの1TJOハ石S

　　　It　is　well　known　that　the　neoclassical　system喚1）to（6）forα＝ゐ＝1is　causal　if　an（1

・血yifωcanbes・lveduniquelyintems・fん（see，e・9・，BurmeisterandD・be11［1970］，
pp．115－120）．　This　is　also　tme　forα≒：10rわ≒L　Substituting（4）into（6），〆1may　be
expressedas

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Sトリαω十S7わた2
　　　　　　　　　　／・一（1－5躍）ω＋（1－5，）ん1＋（5向＋s，わん2）・　　　　（ll）

which　may　be　substituted　into　the　solution　of　the　simultaneous　equations　in（3）to　have

　　　　　　　　　　ん一ん1鷺淵圭雛捧灘鴇ん1］・　　（12）

Dividing　the　numerator　and　the　denominator　by（ω十ん1）（αω十脈2），（12）may　be　written　as

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん　　　αθκ2B十αわθKレ4　　P

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　τ＝麻2β＋αわθM∠…≡τ　　　　　　（13）
where　zf……s腰θ2v2十s7θκ2and　B≡（1－s躍）θ1〉1十（1－s，）θK1シthe　weighted　saving　ratios　and

c・nsumptionrati・s，respectively．

　　恥ttheaggregateelasticity・fsubstituti・nbe¢≡ω礁／（ん4ω）。Then，di飾rentiating
kニω1）／c　with　respect　toωin（13），we　have

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σ＝［c1）十ω（z）＊c－c＊P）］／cP　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（14）

where　D＊（01C＊）（1enotes　the　derivative　of1）（or　C）with　respect　toω．
Since

　　　　　　　　　　ωP＊＝P、（σr1）＋D2（σ2－1）

　　　　　　　　　　　　P、≡α［棚一（SrS擢）θκ2］θN1θκ1，

　　　　　　　　　　　　P2≡α［β＋わ（Sr5w）θκ11θN2θκ2，

　　　　　　　　　　ωC＊＝C、（σ、一1）＋C2（σ2－1），

　　　　　　　　　　　　C、ミわ［朗＋（37－s擢）θN2］θN1θκ1，

　　　　　　　　　　　　c2…δ［α（3rs膨）θM一β1θN2θK2，

substituting　into（14）and　reaπanging　the　tems，we　have

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σ＝α1σ1十α2σ2十α3　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（15）
where

　　　　　　　α1≡（CP1－1）c1）／CD

　　　　　　　　＝朔θMθκ1［α飼＋α（1－5・）θK2＋わ（1－s親）θN21／CD

　　　　　　　θ2≡…（α）2－DC2）／CD

　　　　　　　　＝αわβθN2θκ2（β＋α3躍伽＋わs7θκ1）／CD

　　　　　　　α3竃［CD一（α）、一1）c、）一（c1）2－DC2）1／ω

　　　　　　　　切施θMθK2功θN2θκ麗）［（1－s膨）3rθN1θκ2－s膨（1－s，）θN2θκ1］ノCD，

andα1十α2十α3ニ1，α1＞0，α2＞0．Moreover，it　can　be　shown　that

　　　α1十α3＝1一α2

　　　　　　　＝＠B［αs・θMθK22＋厩θN22θK1］＋（αわ）2θMθκ1イ2｝ノC1）＞0，

　　　α2＋α3＝1一α1

　　　　　　　＝＠θN2θK2B2＋伽［α（1－3膨）θM2θK2＋わ（1－5，）θN2θK、2］｝ノC1）＞0．
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Thus, 0<al<1, 0<a2<1 and la31<1. Note that these results do not depend on the 
factor or value intensities. 

Since the neoclassical system (1) to (6) is causal if and only if (r>0, if line L is 

defined as 

L' ol JL~(1 =1 
' 

where bi=-a3lai, bi<1, i=1, 2, and if the open half-space is defined as 

L+={(al, 02)1((T1/bl)+(c2/b2)>1}, and the positive orthant of the (al' (T2) space as 

J2+={(al' a2)1(al' 02)>0}, then we have 

Causality Theorem I: 
The necessary and sufficient condition that the neoclassical system be causal is that 

(ol' CT2)~EL+nj2+. 

It should be noted that if a3<0, then 0<bi<1, and L is in the unit interval of 

the al and a2 axis; if a3;~O, then L+n~2+=Q+, and the system is causal for all al>0 

and a2>0. The following new sufficient conditions are immediate. 

Causality Theorem 11 : 

The neoclassical system (1) to (6) is causal if any one of the following conditions is 

satisfied : 

(a) al;~max{bl' O}, 
(b) a2;~max{b2, O}. 
(c) ol+(T2~~max{bl' b2, O}. 

where for bi>0, 1>bi=-a3/ai>0. 
Noting that bi><0 as a3><0, the proof follows immediately from the properties of 

ai's in (15). (c) is a generalized version of the Herberg-Kemp [1972] result that (11+a2;~1 

is sufficient. Note that the causality region of (c) in the ((T1' cr2) space may overlap 

with the causality region of either (a) or (b), but not both, if bl~b2' It should be empha-

sized that these conditions are based on the parameters of the production functions and 

are independent of the factor or value reversals. If II(a), II(b) and II(c) are drawn in 

the (al' 02) space along with Line L for a3<0, we see immediately that these three 
conditions cover almost all of the causality region defined in Causality Theorem I for 

a3<0. 
The conditions for a3~:O yield the following slightly sharpened form of Herberg-

Kemp [1972] results based on the behavioral conditons: 

Causality Theorem 111 : 

The neoclassical system (1) to (6) is causal if any one of the following conditions is 
satisfied : 

(a) k =k ; 

The proof 

(b) 

(*) 

(d) 

(*) 
(
f
 
)
 

f ollows 

k2 = kl 

s.:=sw' bk2=akl; 

sr =sw' (k2-kl)(bk2-akl)>0; 
(sr ~sw)(k2-kl) >0 and (k2 -kl)(bk2 -akl)~~O 
(k2 - kl)[sr ( I - sw)b -s~( I - sr)a]> o ; 

(1 -sw)sra =sw(1 - s.)b. 

directly from (9) and the expression of 

,
 

a3 in (15). Causality 
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Condition 111(c) is also obtained in Batra and Casas ~l972], p. 531). Note that 111(c) 

and 111(d) require that if the consumption sector is relatively capital (or labor) intensive 

in the physical sense, then it should also be capital (or labor) intensive in the value sense.5 

IV. STABILITY CONDITIONS 

Similar to the case in which the factor market distortions are absent, the necessary 

and sufficient condition that the balance growth path of System (1) to (7) be unique and 
stable is that d(k/k)/dk=[d(k/k)/dco][d(o/dk]<0 for all capital-labor ratio k>0. Since 

aggregate production has to be efficient,6 that is, o =codk/(kda')>0, the growih path 
under efficient production is unique and stable if d(k7k)/dco=dc/d(0<0, where ci~/1yl/k. 

Dividing (11) by (12) and then dividing the resulting numerator and the denominator by 

((0+kl)(aco+bk2)' we have 

/ I yl bA Okl yl 
k ~ K2B+beKIA a' 

=abAf 1/(kl)iD. 

Differentiating both sides logarithmically with respect to co and using the method similar 

to (14), we have 

(log ~)*=(- eNIAD+(t'A*D-(~'D*A)/(~'AD, 
where (~'A*D-coD*A maybewritten in a form -E1((Tl-1)-E2((T2-1). Thus (log c)*<0 
if and only if 

el(Tl+e2a2+e3>0 (16) 
where 

el=E J(oAD 

= [(b- 1)A +s~]A ON 1 6 K I /(~'A D 
=a {bs~ON2+[bs. - (s. -s*)]e K2} A 6N I eK1/coAD 

e2 ~~ E21Q,A D 

= as~B e N2e K2la'A D 

e3~ I -el~e3 

=a[s.(1-s~)eN16K2-s~(1-s.)eN2eKl]eK2/coAD 
and e2>0. It may be calculated further that 

=[aBOK2(s,eNieK2-s*ON26Kl)+bAONIOKl]1(L,AD 

= s. ONI eK2D +as~eN2eK1[s.ON 1(beN2+ eK2) +s. O K2(bON I + OK l) 

- e2+e3= I -el 

=a(1-s~)AeNleK2/coAD>0 (18) 
Thus el<1. In summary, the coefficients of (16) have the following properties: el+e2+e3 

=1, e2+e3>0, el<1, e2>0. Note that el' e2' el+e3' and e2+e3 do not depend on the 
factor and value intensity differentials. 

Let line M be defined as 

* For these terminology. see, e.g.. Jones [197l]. We need not assume here that the consumption sector 
be relatively more capital intensive in the physical sense than the investment sector. 

' See Sato [1969]. 
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M : (rl+ (T2=1 
cl c2 

where, c, = -e3lei, i=1, 2, and for ci>0, we have 1>ci>bi. As in the previous section, 

if the open half-space is defined as M+~= {(,71' a2)1(alicl)+(02/c2)>1}, then we have 

Stability Theorem I : 
The necessary and sufficient condition that the balanced growth path in neoclassical 

system (1) to (7) be unique and stable is that (al' (;2)cM+nl2+nL+. 
In a particular case in which bs.;~s.-s~, that is, b;~l-(s~!s,), we have el>0. 

Then the intercepts, ci, of Line M are positive if e3<0, and nonpositive if e3;~O. The 

following new set of sufficient conditions may be proved. 

Stability Theorem II: 
If bs.;~s.-s~, then the growth path of system (1) to (7) is unique and stable if any 

one of the following conditions is satisfied: 

(a) cr2;~max{c2' b2' O}, 

(b) al;~max{cl' bl' O}, and s~~'O, 
(c) al+02~~max{cl' c2' bl' b2' O}, and s~~'O, 

3/ai>0 for i=1, 2. where, for ci>0, 1>ci=-e3iei>bi, i=1, 2, and for bi>0, 1>bi~~-
(d) al+02;~1+a, where a=1e2-elliel' 
(e) a2;~OKI and s.;~s., 
(f) al+a2~:1+aOKl, and s.;~s~. 

Proof: (a) is sufficient since, for c2>0 (that is, -e3>0), it can be shown easily that 

c2>b2' Hence, either c2>0>b2 or c2>b2>0, and for such c2' (16) holds. If c2<0 
(that is, -e3<0), then either (T2>b2>0 or a2>0>b2 to satisfy the causality condition. 

(b) and (c) are sufficient since, as s~~FO, el>-e3' In this case, for cl>0, (that is, -e3 

>0), it can be shown that cl>bl' Hence, either cl>0>bl or cl>bl>0, and for such 
cl' (16) holds. The rest of (b) and the proof of (c) may proceed as (a). (d) is sufficient 

since, for ol;~l+a-a2>0 and 02>0, the LHS of (16) ;~e2+(e2-el)a2+e3>0 for e2 
>el or the LHS of (16) >e2[1+((el~e2)ieD-(r2]+e3=[e2(el~e~)+el(e2+e3)]iel>0 for 

el>e2' (e) is sufficient from (a) above: since, for s.~~s~, we have e2+e3-6Nle2= 
aONleK2[s~(s.-s~)ON20K1+s.(1-s~)6K2]>0, thus OK1>-e3ie2=c2' (f) is sufficient by 

using a similar argument as (d). QED. 
(a) is an extension of Herberg-Kemp [1972] conditon that 02;~I and s.-s~~s,b are 

sufficient.7 (e) is also an extension of the Batra-Casas [197l] condition that (F2~:6K1' al 

~eK2, and s.=s~ are sufficient. (b), (c) and (e) are generalizations of the familiar 

conditions in the growth models without factor market distortions (see Drandakis [1963]). 

A similar formulation of (d) for usual two-secor models may be found in Sato [1969]. 

a in (d) and (f) is less than unity if e2<2el : these conditions are not of much interest 

as a may exceed unity ; nevertheless, they provide other examples of stability conditions 

which do not depend on the capital intensity assumptions. 

Lastly the following conditions insure el>0 and e3;~O: 

(a) s.=s~, bk2~akl' 
(b) bs.;~s.-s~>0 bk >akl' 

' When s.=s~, e*>0 tor any b. Note that the expression ot e* indicates asymmetry between a and b 

in the stabnity conditions. 
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(c) s.<s~, s.(1-s~)b>s~(1-s.)a, k2~~kl' 
(d) bs.~~s.-s~>0, s.(1-s~)b;~s~(1-s.)a, k2~~k . 

These conditions in turn give rise to the following stability conditions which have been 

derived by Herberg and Kemp [1972]. Here as in Causality Theorem 111, our interest 
lies mainly in our attempt in the next section to reformulate these results in terms of the 

"basic parameters of the production functions and savings functions ". 

Stability Theorem 111 : 

The balanced growth path of System (1) to (7) is unique and stable if any one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 

(a) s.=s~, bk2>akl' k2;~kl' 

(b) bs.>s.-s~>0, bk2>akl' k2>kl' 
(c) s.<s., s.(1-s~)b~:s~(1-s.)a, k2>kl' 
(d) bs.;~s.-s~~~O, s.(1-s~)b~:s~(1-s.)a, k2>k . 

Stability Condition 111 (a) is also obtained in Batra and Casas [1972]. Here Conditions 

III (a) to 111 (d) all require that consumption sector be relatively capital intensive in the 

physical sense (k2(a(o)>kl((~,)), and 111 (a) and 111 (b) in addition require that the con-

sumption sector be relatively capital intensive in the value sense :(k2(a(o)>~kl(co)). If 

such assumptions on the factor intensities in the physical and value sense are imposed 

on the System (1) to (7), then b in condition bs. ;~s. -s~>0 may be interpreted as that 

the absolute distortion of the factor reward in the (distorted) industry which uses that 

factor more intensively can not be less than a positive fraction. 

V. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF DISTORTIONS 

We have seen that conditions in Causality Theorem 11 do not explicitly depend on 
the distribution indexes a and b, and that the conditions in Stability Theorem 11 require, 

except when the marginal propensity to save out of the profit income is no more than 
that out of the wage 'income (s.~s~), that, among other things, the absolute distortion 

of the captial reward in the consumption sector can not be less than a positive fraction 

(b~~(s.-s~)/s.>0). This lower limit increases to I as s~ decreases to zero. The distor-

tion index ~ ~~a/b, however, still may take any positive number as there is no restriction 

on a. Thus all the sufficient conditions in Stability Theorem 11 also do not explicitly 
depend on distortion index ~, nor on the capital intensity assumptions. 

This is not the case for Causality Theorem 111 and Stability Theorem 111, where the 

conditions depend on the distortion index ~ and capital intensity assumptions. As noted 

by Herberg and Kemp ~l972], p. 594) they appear to be of little valu~. However, as 
shown below, they are not as restrictive as they might be thought at the first sight. 

Let k2(co)>kl(co) for a = I and 81 be the value of the distortion index at which 

k2(~Q')=kl(a,)=k. Such ~l exists and is unique, and 1>~l>0. Then obviously ~~al 
as k2(aco)~kl((o). It is well-known that,8 at the momentary equilibrium, reversals in the 

capital intensities in the physical and value sense (k2(~co)>kl(co), k2(~(o)> ~kl((L')) do not 

_ ' see Mund]ak [1970] Theorem 3 some minor additional conditions such as k >0tor (0>0 k (o o 

kj(co)=co, are required: ' ･ , ･ )= -
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exist if ~>01 and (Tj;~I for at least one j. Thus, we have 

Causality Theorem IV: 
The neoclassical system is causal if any one of the following cor.ditions is satisfied: 

(a) (s.-s~)(~-~l);~O and ((T1~1)((T2-1)~O; 
(b) (s s~)(~ ~ )>0 and (aj-1)(~-~1)~~O, for j=1, or 2 
(c) (~-~1)( s.(1-s~) _a)~O; 

s~(1 -s. ) 

where 6 ~ ~1' 

Causality Condition IV (a) or IV (b) is sufficient for 111 (c) and 111 (d); IV (c) is 

sufficient for Causality condition 111 (e) and 111 (f). Now IV (a) or IV (b) says that, in 

particular, if s. ~~s~, ~ > ~l and one of the elasticities of factor substitution is no less 

than one and the other no more than one, or, if s. ;~s~, ~ > al, and at least one of the 

elasticities is no less than one, then the system is causal. Note that, our causality 

condition 11 (a), or 11 (b), is much simpler and more general than IV (a) and IV (b). 

When the dynamic process is considered, ~1 is a function of k, which changes over 

time. Since k2(~lco)=k and kl(a,)=k, we have 

k a~ ~l akl =(al (12)lcrl(T 

where (Tj is evaluated at kl=k2=k. Thus ~1 is monotonically increasing or decreasing 

function of k in accordance with ol>a2 or ol<02 and converges to al"=~1(k") as k 
converges to the balanced equilibrium capital-1abor ratio k". Hence we have, 

Stability Theorem IV: 

The balanced growth path of System (1) to (7) is unique and stable if bs.;~s.-s~ 

;~O, a>max{~l(k)}, oj;~1, for at least one j, j=1, 2, where R={klk0<k<k"}, ko 
k=R 

=k(to), the initial capital-labor ratio. 

This condition is sufficient for Stability Conditions 111 (a) and 111 (b). Note that 

max{~l(k)} exists if oj~~e~~O for some e, in particular, it is satisfied in the case for the 

family of CES production functions with variable factor substitution. Again, we note 

that Stability Theorem IV is already implied in our Stability Conditions 11 (a) and 11 (b). 

VI. AN IMPORTANT SPECIAL CASE 

In the absence of factor market distortions, a=b=1, the system (1) to (7) reduces 

to the conventional neoclassical two-sector growth model. 

In this case, (13) becomes 

k (1 -s,+) OK2 +s~e K I D 
a' ~ 1-s.)ON2+s,eN1 ~ C 

and ai's in (15) reduces to al=A6NlgKljCD, a2=BON20K2jCD, a3=(ON1-6N2)Q/CD, 
where Q=[(1-s~)s,eNICN2-s~(1-s.)ON20K1]!CD. Causality Theorem I and 11 hold 
with these ai's, and causality conditions 111 (b), 111 (c) and 111 (f) reduce to s.=s*. and 

III (d), 111 (e), to (s.-s~)(k2-kl)>0. 

Similarly, ei's in (16) can be written as el=als~Cja'A, e2 a2s~C/coA, e3=QOK2/(,,AD. 

After substitution, condition (16) reduces to 
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alcrl+a2a2+a0>0 
where ao~QgK2/s~CD=a3-q, and q=-Qjs~C. Thus conditions in Stability Theorem I 
and 11 hold without condition bs. ;~s. -s~ and with ei substituted by ai, i=1, 2, and e3 

by ao' Furthermore, Stability Conditions 11 (b) and 11 (c) also hold for the case s.H,1. 

Similarly stability conditions 111 (a), 111 (b), and 111 (d) reduce simply' to the well-known 

Drandakis-Inada conditions: s* ~~s. and k2~kl' A discussion of this special case has 
already been given elsewhere (see Hsiao [1975]). 
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